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... for Air Miles

Conscientious chefs are
considering their carbon
footprint more than ever, and striving
to source locally. Nowhere is this
better demonstrated than the Tate
Modern gallery, where Studio Olafur
Eliasson Kitchen has collaborated
with The Terrace Bar (Level 1). Over
the duration of the artist’s exhibition,

Our food columnist
Rachel Walker shares
her insights into the
ways our eating habits
are set to change in the
coming years…

Of Future Food

“Olafur Eliasson: In Real Life”
(running until January 5, 2020), there
will be a selection of dishes available
which have been specifically chosen
for their minimal CO2 emissions. For
example, the courgette salad with
pink grapefruit, mint and almonds
emits just 38g CO2e (in comparison,
an average home-cooked meal emits
5.2kg CO2e) and the chefs only use
British rapeseed oil (over Italian olive
oil)—ideal for satiating your appetite
while clearing your conscience.

B

... for Banana Blossom
The boom of veganism has
seen chefs track down ever-
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D
inventive meat substitutes. First
it was jackfruit (which was slowcooked and “pulled” like pork) but
the new darling of the vegan food
scene is banana blossom. It comes
from South East Asia and has a fishlike texture—look out for a Thai-style
curried banana blossom in crunchy
croquettes in Sainsbury’s plantbased Christmas canapé range.

C

... for Canned Cocktails

It’s no longer about tinny,
cheap G&Ts; canned cocktails
have gone premium meaning you
don’t have to be a master mixologist
to enjoy a quality cocktail. The
UK’s ready-to-drink (RTD) market
is booming—sales last year were
£472m and Mintel predicted a nine
per cent growth in RTD cocktail sales
(2016-21). This summer saw Marks
and Spencer add four new canned
cocktails to their range, as well as
the launch of Fever Tree’s range of
pre-mixed gin and tonics.
Meanwhile, innovative
start-ups—like Ace
+ Freak and Bloody
Drinks—are creating
a shift toward canned
craft spirits and smallbatch cocktails.

... for Dessert Bars

Pudding lovers, rejoice! Now
main course can be skipped
altogether thanks to the boom in
dessert-only dining rooms. Cakes &
Bubbles (Hotel Café Royal, London)
launched late last year offering a
four-course dessert tasting menu
(£29.50) including their signature
golden egg flan. It was soon followed
by Whisk (London N1) which also
offers a three-course dessert menu
(£15). Look out for more openings as
the trend gathers momentum—from
The Cake Bar (Glasgow) to Cow Bee
(Bristol)—a good year for those with
a sweet tooth!

E

... for Eco Packaging

David Attenborough’s Blue
Planet 2 documentary
shone a light on the eight
million tons of plastic
which enter our
oceans each year. It
lit the torch for paper
and became a trigger
for supermarkets
nationwide to take
dramatic steps in
reducing plastic. This
year has also seen
renewed enthusiasm for zero-waste
shops where conscientious customers
simply refill existing containers—
see The Refillery (Edinburgh), The
Clean Kilo (Birmingham), Wastenot
(Brighton), Ripple (Cardiff) and
Locavore (Glasgow).
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H
F

... for Food Halls

Forget a fusty old sandwich—
the latest wave of Food Halls
host mini outlets of the hottest
restaurants in town, offering
inexpensive, informal but still highly
“Instagrammable” plates. From The
Cutlery Works (Sheffield) and Market
Hall Victoria (London) which opened
late last year, to new players like The
Produce Hall (Manchester), Arcade
Food Theatre (London) and Market
Hall West End (London, opening in
October 2019) counter top dining is
shaping the future of eating out.

G

... for Hydroponics

Growing greens
without soil or
sunlight might seem like
the distant future—but
hydroponic units are
cropping up in more
restaurant kitchens
(Claridge’s and The Ritz
both have an Evogro
system). The global
hydroponics market is expected to
grow 6.8 per cent between 2019-2024
and it’s only a matter of time before
they become established in home
kitchens—making soggy bagged
lettuce a thing of the past. Stay ahead
of the curve with an Akarina 01 starter
pack, which includes an integrated
LED light, irrigation tray and
fertiliser (£169.99).

... for Goat

With “Goatober” in full swing there’s
never been a better time to enjoy goat
meat. “Goatober spreads the word that goat meat
is delicious, ethical and sustainable,” explains James
Whetlor, founder of Cabrito Goat Company. After all,
wherever there are goat dairies there are unwanted billy
goats—many of which are killed at birth. “The hope is
to move goat meat into the mainstream with the goal
that all billy goats born into the dairy system will go into the food system,
rather than being wasted.” Chefs up and down the country will be listing
goat on their menu. For a Michelin-starred take, visit Carousel (London)
who will be hosting international chefs throughout the month, and also
look to Cornwall (“1000 Mouths”, Nancarrow Farm) and Newcastle (Cook
House) for a feast you won’t forget.
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I

... for Iranian
Cuisine

“Iran probably
has one of the
oldest cuisines
in the world, but
it lends itself to
everything that’s
on trend now—vegan, vegetarian,
zero waste,” says Marwa Alkhalaf,
co-owner of London’s latest Iranian
restaurant, Nutshell. The ongoing
popularity of chef Yotam Ottolenghi
means that Middle Eastern cuisine
is hardly a new phenomenon, the
trend for localisation has nudged
Iran’s cuisine into the spotlight.
Expect home-style dishes: smoky
aubergine, beef dumplings, jewelled
rice and zulbia served with fig
cream. To master the flavours in your
own kitchen look out for Pardiz: A
Persian Food Journey by Manuela
Darling-Gansser (Hardie Grant, £30),
launching in November.

J

... for Japanese

Another cuisine to look out for is
Japan’s as diners and chefs alike
strive for a new level of authenticity.
Pick up a copy of The Japanese Table:
Small Plates for
Simple Meals by
Sofia Hellsten
(Hardie Grant,
£18), launched
in September, to
be inspired by
the tradition of

ichijuu-sansai which means “one
soup, three dishes”—an elegant new
style of eating to take you through the
winter months.

K

... for Kefir

Probiotic-rich drinks have
grown in popularity over the
past few years, but the latest hit is
kefir—a lightly-fermented, drinkable
yogurt. It’s thought to originate from
the Caucus Mountains, but is now
appearing on health food menus and
in supermarket aisles. Experimental
cooks might even want to make their
own thanks to Lakeland’s Kefirko
Kefir Cheese Maker (£29.99), which
saw a 212 per cent increase in sales
from May to July 2019.

L

... for Lotus Seeds

Popcorn can move
over—it’s all
about popped
lotus or water
lily seeds.
This ancient
Eastern snack
has become
big stateside and is
set to take-off here, thanks to small
disruptive companies like Karma
Bites (£1.50/25g, Planet Organic).
“They’re crunchy, plant-based
and gluten-free,” explains Dewi
Cortier-Agrawal, founder of Oh Lily
Snacks. “It’s the perfect snack for
the environmentally-and-healthconscious consumer.”
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M

... for Milk

A quarter of Brits now use
plant-based milks, according
to research firm, Mintel. UK volume
sales of oat milk rose 71 per cent
(from nine million litres in 2016
to 24 million litres in 2018). Sales
also rocketed for coconut, almond
and soya milk in the same period.
Conversely, the sale of cow’s milk
declined 2.6 per cent.

N

... for New
Scottish

The “New
Nordic” food
movement saw
chefs promote
native ingredients
and producers in a
modern interpretation of traditional
dishes—and the same can be said
of Scotland’s cuisine, which is
undergoing a renaissance thanks
to artisanal cheese, wild game,
foraged ingredients and local spirits.
The recently-revamped Fife Arms
(Braemar) is bringing fine dining
to The Highlands. Roberta HallMcCarron, head chef at The Little
Chartroom (Edinburgh) was crowned
“Young British Foodie” chef of the
year and ex-Bake Off contestant Flora
Shedden’s debut cookbook launches
this month, Aran: Recipes and
Stories from a Bakery in the Heart of
Scotland (Hardie Grant)—proving
that the stereotype of Scottish neeps
and tatties is a thing of the past.

O

... for “Octsober”

MacMillan’s annual
campaign “Go Sober for
October” has never been easier
thanks to the boom in non-alcoholic
options. You can get creative with
your own mocktails and shrubs
thanks to recent launches like All
Day Cocktails: Low (And No) Alcohol
Magic by Shaun Byrne & Nick Tesar
(Hardie Grant, £16.99) and How to be
Sober and Keep Your Friends by Flic
Everett (Quadrille, £12.99).

P

... for Paris Brest

It’s the War of
the Pastries as
this classic French
choux pastry ring is
appearing on more and
more menus. It was created in the
early 20th-century to commemorate
the Paris-Brest-Paris bicycle race
and was, traditionally, filled with a
praline—but ever elaborate versions
are spiked with ground pistachios,
filled with lemon curd and Earl
Grey mousse. The most memorable
this reporter has come across was
sharing a Paris Brest at Wright
Bros Soho (London) which was,
appropriately, the size of a
bike wheel.

Q

... for Queso

This niche but cheesy trend
comes from South East
Asia—and is hitting the hippest
Chinatown outposts. Queso Tea is a
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cold tea (often green tea
or fruit tea) topped with
a foamy layer of salted
cream cheese—try it at
Japanese patisserie
KOVA (London). Or, for
a gentler introduction to
the trend, Filipino ice cream parlour,
Mamasons (London), serves a salty-sweet
queso ice cream, not dissimilar to a very
tangy frozen yogurt.

R

...for Reluctant Retirees

Last year restaurant group Corbin &
King launched an initiative to employ
more over-50s in a bid to diversify their
workforce. Only a few months later CODE
Hospitality magazine ran their first Over 50
Power List, alluding to the fact that “nothing
beats experience” and “each new generation
can learn so much from the one before”. The
list included Claridge’s head butler, Michael
Lynch, whose career there spans more than
40 years and the Goring hotel doorman, Peter
Sweeny, who’s been greeting guests since 1965.

S

... for Sicilian

Gone are the days of the
generic Italian—the
trend for hyperlocal has
shone a light on Sicilian
cuisine, known for bold
flavours, Arabic influences and
family-style sharing dishes. Recent launches
include Circolo (London) and Norma at The
Stafford Hotel (London). Alternatively, whip
up your own feast thanks to recently-released,
Cucina Siciliana by Ursula Ferrigno (£16.99,
Ryland Peters & Small).

T

... for Tea ... with
benefits

The humble
cuppa is evolving. Far
from being something
to accompany a
chocolate digestive,
herbal teas now
claim to detox,
encourage sleep,
clear skin, boost
vitamins. Brands like
Dr Stuart’s (£2.35,
Holland & Barrett),
Heath & Heather
(from £2.25, Holland
& Barrett) are part
of a functional
ingredient market
which is predicted
to grow seven per
cent by 2022 as health
care becomes
increasingly holistic.
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U

... for Urfa Pepper

Nigella sprinkles
it over her Turkish
Eggs, Yotam Ottolenghi
uses it in chilli butter,
Oklava chef Selin Kiazim
serves lashings with
monkfish tail. This raisin
dark chilli sets hearts-aflutter with its sweet notes,
distinct smokiness and oily
sheen. It’s grown in Turkey’s
Southern Anlıurfa region but is
creeping into British kitchens where
cooks-in-the-know use it as a finishing
flavour. Track down a tin at Rooted
Spices (£3.50/35g, rootedspices.com).

V

... for Vermouth

Renewed enthusiasm for home
mixology has seen vermouth
creep back into drinks cabinets, used
for Negronis (mixed with gin and
Campari) or Martinis (mixed with gin
or vodka). Increasingly, though, the
focus is shifting to this aromatic wine
flavoured with herbs, roots, barks and
spices. Drop the
hard spirits and
mix vermouth
with soda for a
long drink, or sip
neat with just a slice
and ice to enjoy
the full flavours of
a craft variety like
Casa Mariol Vermut
Blanc (£16.75/1litre,
masterofmalt.com).

W

... for Wild Game

Game season is
underway, and
wild birds are proving more
popular than ever. “It’s an
ethical and sustainable
source of meat,” says
Tom Adams, managing
director of the British Game
Alliance (BGA) which was
founded in 2018 to promote
the value of feathered
game. He cites the birds as
an alternative to “chicken
and turkey, which are often
avoided by mindful eaters
or ‘flexitarians’ due to the
harsh conditions in which
they often live.” What’s
more, birds such as grouse
contain less than a third
of the fat and twice the
protein of roast chicken—
look out for it on menus
until December 10 when
the grouse shooting season
officially closes.
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X

... for Xi’an

This central Chinese city
(pronounced “shee-an”) is
responsible for one of China’s hottest
exports (literally): biang biang
noodles. The long, flat noodles,
often bathed in chilli and garlic,
have a cult following—little surprise
more specialist Xi’an restaurants
are opening, such as Master Wei
(London) and Xiang Biang Biang
(London), which launched within
months of each other earlier this
year and are both already doing
roaring trade.

Y

... for Yakitori

These Japanese
skewers are the
latest street food trend
to have gone gourmet.
Mana (Manchester) is famed
for their signature yakitori-style eel,

while Sakagura (London) serves
Butabara Yakitori—Berkshire black
pork belly with brown seaweed salt
on skewers. Since relaunching, Jidori
(London) even has a Yakitori menu
which offers Hatsu (chicken hearts)
Reba (chicken liver) and Tsukune
(minced chicken and egg yolk)—
purists will be impressed.

Z

... for Zweigelt

Lighter wines with a naturallylow ABV have been steadily
growing in popularity, like Vinho
Verde and Beaujolais. If it’s a genre
which appeals then look out for
Zweigelt—a light red which now
makes up 14.1 per cent of Austria’s
vineyards (an increase of 48.9 per cent
over the past decade). Try a bottle
from Sainsbury’s Taste the Difference
range (£9) or the Rabl Titan Zweigelt
(£17.99) from Waitrose Cellar. ■

London Calling
Four unbelievable facts about the history of our capital city
Until 1916, Harrods sold pure cocaine to the general public.
Victorian churchmen warned against the building of the London Underground as
they believed the noise of the trains would “disturb the devil”.
Hitler had made plans to dismantle Nelson’s Column and display it in Berlin.
The name “Covent Garden” originated from a spelling mistake—the area
was once the market garden for a convent.
SOURCE: BUZZFEED.COM
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